Introduction {#s1}
============

Cancer as a devastating but variable disease has always been subject of various theories, many of them sharing an explicit or implicit holistic or systems approach. Today, the scientific community has widely accepted the concept that cancer is caused by changes within the cellular genome ([@b47]; [@b53]; [@b33]) and that carcinogenesis and cancer progression resembles an evolutionary process ([@b35]; [@b64]; [@b38]). This view may be regarded as a specification of Boveri\'s idea that somatic mutations are the basis of cancer ([@b12]). Although the genetic hypothesis of cancer has been discussed for nearly a century, there is still an ongoing debate on the impact of the various molecular mechanisms in causing and defining cancer ([@b30]).

The two most prominent positions may be described as the sequential gene mutation and selective clonal expansion theory and the mutator phenotype and selective clonal expansion theory.

The first theory states that activation or inactivation of a gene or a set of genes by specific mutations conveys a selective advantage to a cell resulting in clonal expansion of cells harbouring these mutations. The degree of malignancy increases with successive rounds of mutation acquisition and clonal expansion forming a two-stage or a multistage process of carcinogenesis and tumor progression. Historically, analysis of statistical data on cancer incidences first led to the Armitage--Doll multistage model which did not incorporate clonal expansion ([@b62]; [@b3]). In order to provide a better fit with the available biological data, the model was changed into a model with two stages and clonal expansion ([@b4]). Through the study of hereditary and sporadic retinoblastomas, Knudson postulated a two hit mechanism which included the process of growth and differentiation in normal tissues ([@b47]). Subsequently, Moolgavkar, Venzon and Knudson introduced a two-stage model with clonal expansion of intermediate cells ([@b61]; [@b59]) which was later extended to a multistage model ([@b60]). Molecular analysis of clinical material then confirmed that both, clonal expansions and stepwise accumulation of specific mutations were necessary for carcinogenesis in most human cancers ([@b33]).

The second theory may be regarded as an extension of the first hypothesis. It concludes that most cancers exhibit a mutator phenotype as normal mutation rates are insufficient to account for the multiple mutations observed in human tumors. This concept was introduced by Loeb in 1974 ([@b53]; [@b51]; [@b52]) and later confirmed by the molecular analysis of hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer ([@b54]; [@b1]). The importance of chromosomal instability for somatic cancer evolution was postulated by Nowell ([@b64]). The mutator phenotype may be induced by gene mutations enhancing the mutation rate per base pair or by mutations inducing chromosomal instability ([@b7]). Preneoplastic or neoplastic cells with a mutator phenotype will undergo the same successive rounds of mutation acquisition and clonal expansions as predicted by the first theory. The requirement of a mutator phenotype to initiate carcinogenesis has been questioned by supporters of the first theory ([@b86]) although one may argue that the first theory does not rule out that genetic instability may be acquired during later stages of malignant tumor progression.

Significant differences between the two theories can be found with regards to the phylogenetic tree of cell clones generated during the process of somatic tumorigenesis and tumor progression. Under the assumptions of the first theory, the progression of cancer through its first stages is sequential and forms a single lineage due to the low normal mutation rate which reduces the chances that a new positively selected phenotype arises more than once during early stages of clonal expansion. The characteristic of single lineage progression is not the total lack of subclone formation at a specific cancer stage but the feature that all tumor cells of one tumor stage find their most recent common ancestor in the cell population of the previous stage ([@b89]). The second theory does not explicitly comment on this aspect but it could be demonstrated that cancers arising on the grounds of inherited genetic instability display subclone divergence already within the preneoplastic tumor cell compartment ([@b89]; [@b81]). In this case, the phylogenetic tree of somatic cancer evolution splits up early into multiple branches which has been named multilineage progression ([@b89]) or subclone divergence ([@b93]). Multilineage progression has also been shown in genetically unstable cutaneous lymphoma ([@b72]). Little and Wright have formulated a stochastic multi pathway model of carcinogenesis which incorporates genomic instability and which is able to explain tumor incidence data ([@b49]). The difference between single lineage and multilineage tumor evolution has an impact on cancer diagnosis and treatment. The degree of genetic and phenotypical heterogeneity should be higher in cancers arising through a multi pathway evolutionary process. Phenotypical heterogeneity negatively affects the prognostic value of a molecular diagnostic test and it should similarly reduce the efficacy of therapies which target specific mutations ([@b80]). It is interesting to note that the hypothesis of cancer stem cells ([@b70]) favors multilineage progression of cancer cell clones. The postulated tumor cells with stem cell-like properties of cell renewal represent stable most common ancestors within a phylogenetic tree of somatic tumorigenesis harbouring cancer subclones. Data generated with cell lines *in vitro* seem to support this view ([@b57]).

Despite the discussed differences, the endpoint of carcinogenesis in both theories is a neoplastic cell clone or a group of genetically related cell clones which have adapted to all external selective constraints imposed by its microenvironment by accumulation of advantageous mutations.

The scope of the present contribution is to propose a complementary systems approach of carcinogenesis which focuses on possible inner constraints of the genome architecture on lineage selection during somatic cancer evolution. These inner constraints may have an independent impact on the process of somatic tumorigenesis and tumor progression. The proposed conceptual framework may be considered an analogy to the concept of evolvability in Darwinian species evolution ([@b22]; [@b79]; [@b69]; [@b13]). Dissection of putative mechanisms mediating constraints exerted by the genome architecture on somatic cancer evolution may provide an algorithm for understanding, predicting and modifying somatic cancer evolution in individual patients.

In a first step, a conceptual framework will be developed which defines and systemizes putative constraints of the genome architecture on somatic cancer evolution. In a second step, hypotheses derived from this conceptual framework will be proposed which can be submitted to experimental validation. Finally, an algorithm will be put forward which may be used to modify somatic cancer evolution for therapeutic purposes. In addition, results from a computer simulation of somatic cancer evolution based on unequal sister chromatid exchange will be presented in the figures in order to illustrate putative restrictive or permissive effects of the genome architecture on somatic cancer evolution.

Systems concept {#s2}
===============

Basic assumptions {#s2a}
-----------------

1.  The presented mechanistic approach is embedded in the classical framework of a multistage and evolutionary cancer model where individual somatic cancer evolution starts with one cell and proceeds with successive rounds of mutation acquisitions, clonal expansions and partial elimination of tumor subclones by various mechanisms ([@b7]).

2.  The approach does not differentiate between carcinogenesis and cancer progression as somatic cancer evolution contains both aspects and as the diagnosis of cancer is based on histopathology and clinics but not on molecular grounds. With regards to the proposed systems approach, the terms preneoplastic cell(s) or cancer cell(s) will, therefore, be replaced by "cell(s) of cancer lineage (CCL)".

3.  It is assumed that cells of cancer lineage interact with their microenvironment. This interaction leads to positive or negative selection of subclones. The phenotype of a CCL is determined by its transcriptome and proteome. The microenvironment is dependent on the clinical tumor stage.

4.  The term "genome architecture" stands for the cell genome as a whole and has been chosen to underline that its influence on somatic cancer evolution is not only determined by coding and regulatory sequences but also by the physical arrangement of coding and regulatory sequences within chromosomes or chromosome fragments as well as by chromatin organization and nuclear topology of chromosomes. It relates to the term "genome system architecture", used by Shapiro in order to describe species evolution as a systems engineering process ([@b79]).

The genome architecture comprises five structural aspects:

1.  base composition of genes, of regulatory elements and of foreign (viral) DNA/RNA sequences

2.  presence and copy number of wild type or mutated genes, of regulatory elements, and of foreign (viral) DNA/RNA sequences

3.  physical arrangement of genes of regulatory elements, and of foreign (viral) DNA/RNA sequences within chromosomes or mitochondrial DNA, including rearrangements of chromosomes or chromosome fragments

4.  chromatin organization including epigenetic modifications, interaction of DNA with RNAs and nuclear proteins and nuclear topology of chromosomes

5.  status of gene transcription.

Chromatin organization, epigenetic modifications and transcriptional status are interrelated but shall be considered independently as not all changes of chromatin organization or epigenetic modifications are reflected by changes in gene transcription.

1.  Genomic instability is considered a hallmark of neoplastic disease which alters the genome architecture although mutations leading to genomic instability may not represent the initiating events in all human cancers.

2.  It is admitted that genomic instability is mediated by various but specific mechanisms and that genomic instability is the result of mutations of specific genes in most cases although infection with oncogenic viruses and chronic inflammation may substitute for specific mutations of host cell DNA ([@b97]; [@b94]).

3.  A basic assumption of the proposed mechanistic approach is that various types of genomic instability promote different and specific mutations of individual genes, of regulatory elements, of non-coding DNA, of chromosomes and chromosome fragments depending on the base composition, sequence context, physical arrangement of the target DNA sequences in the genome and depending on the transcriptional status of the cell ([Fig. 1](#f01){ref-type="fig"}). As mutation acquisition itself is a stochastic process, specificity in this context means that the type of genomic instability affects mutation probabilities in daughter cells of CCL and that these mutations probabilities may be estimated *a priori*.

![Interdependency of cancer genome architecture and somatic cancer evolution (CCL  =  cell of cancer lineage).](bio-02-01-049-f01){#f01}

The type of genomic instability is dependent on the transcriptome and proteome and is thereby not only a function of the genome architecture but also modulated by the interaction of the CCL with the microenvironment ([Fig. 1](#f01){ref-type="fig"}). Even in the absence of genomic instability, changes of chromatin organization induced by changes of transcriptional activity may modify gene mutation probability as it has been shown that transcriptional active DNA regions may display more efficient repair of base damage and less efficient repair of DNA breaks ([@b5]).

The mechanisms leading to genomic instability are multiple as multiple different systems exist which maintain genome integrity and which target different forms of DNA damage. The best known examples of genomic instability are post replicative mismatch repair (MMR) deficiency leading to mutations of short repetitive sequences such as microsatellite DNA (microsatellite instability  =  MIN) and chromosomal instability ( =  CIN) which induces rearrangement, loss, amplification or duplication of chromosomes or chromosome fragments resulting in aneuploidy. Besides, various other mechanisms exist such as defective nucleotide excision repair (NER), defective base excision repair (BER) and defective cell cycle checkpoint controls.

DNA-repair systems such as MMR and NER are constituted of multiple proteins and defects of different factors within a DNA repair system may result in differing mutation frequencies, mutation spectra and mutation hotspots within coding and non-coding DNA. This has been demonstrated in bacterial, yeast and animal models ([@b75]; [@b41]; [@b56]; [@b42]; [@b26]; [@b27]; [@b95]; [@b48]; [@b2]).

Different biological mechanisms and pathways preserve chromosomal stability. Mutations which reduce efficiency of repair of double strand DNA breaks, mutation which induce telomere loss or centrosome amplification, defects in homologous recombination as well as suppression of hyperrecombination have been implicated in chromosomal instability ([@b50]; [@b88]; [@b73]; [@b58]; [@b24]; [@b74]; [@b6]).

It has been shown that human tumors with deficiency of MMR display different mutation patterns at target genes involved in carcinogenesis than tumors with chromosomal instability (CIN) ([@b96]). Distinct mutation spectra at target genes could also be found when comparing hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancers (HNPCC) with germline hMSH2 mutations and HNPCC with germline hMLH1 mutations ([@b37]).

Finally, the observation that hereditary diseases with specific defects of genomic stability control such as Lynch syndrome or Li--Fraumeni syndrome are associated with distinct patterns of cancer susceptibility clearly indicates that the non-random nature of mutations arising on the background of genomic instability associated with defined molecular defects has a very strong impact on somatic cancer evolution ([@b55]; [@b10]). Likewise it has been postulated "that tumor genomes are shaped by selection for alterations that promote survival and growth advantage, as well as by the particular dysfunctions in genes responsible for maintenance of genetic integrity" ([@b83]).

8\. It is further assumed that a specific mechanism of genomic instability may represent the only form of genomic instability within a cell of cancer lineage or it may coexist with other forms of genomic instability. The latter possibility seems less frequent in human cancers but, nonetheless, has been demonstrated repeatedly ([@b71]; [@b18]; [@b91]; [@b87]).

Constraints of the genome architecture on somatic cancer evolution {#s2b}
------------------------------------------------------------------

### Lineage selection effects exerted by the genome architecture {#s2b1}

A change of the genome architecture of a cell of cancer lineage may have immediate effects within one cancer evolution stage or may induce long-term effects on lineage selection. The immediate effects of the modified genome architecture on cancer evolution manifest themselves prior to the acquisition of additional mutations. The destiny of a new tumor cell subclone will be determined by changes in tumor cell fitness within the original or a new anatomical compartment. Provided that no extinction of the subclone occurs prior to acquisition of additional mutations, the initial mutation will also affect further evolution of daughter cell lineages within the original microenvironment or at later stages of clinical tumor progression. These later effects of the initial mutation are the effects on lineage selection.

Within the scheme of classical Darwinian species evolution, lineage selection describes an evolutionary process which favors long-term fitness whenever there is a conflict between the short- and the long-term effects of selection ([@b65]; [@b66]). In analogy to Darwinian species evolution, subclones which arise during the process of somatic cancer evolution may be regarded as variants or new species which evolve and colonize different ecological niches within the human body as metastases.

Although governed by the same process of evolution, differentiation between immediate effects and effects on lineage selection is reasonable as a mutation conferring selection advantage to a cell of cancer lineage within its original microenvironment may be responsible for elimination of the resulting cell clone or cell line at subsequent clinical progression stages. The opposite case may also be true, when the genome architecture of a CCL reduces the proliferation rate at an early progression stage but becomes a positive selective factor at later stages of somatic cancer evolution. Three classes of effects on lineage selection may be distinguished within the proposed conceptual framework.

### Lineage selection effects mediated by CLL fitness {#s2b2}

As depicted above, changes of the genome architecture may enhance or decrease fitness of a CCL during later stages of tumor cell evolution. A clinical example of a fitness enhancing effect during somatic cancer evolution is the simple constellation when a mutation, such as the acquisition of drug resistance, occurs in cells of cancer lineage without apparent selective pressure and becomes a critical selective advantage for further evolution of CCLs at later clinical stages. In terms of Darwinian evolution of species, this represents preadaptation ([@b16]). Preadaptation is an important feature of classical Darwinian evolution and evolution of drug resistance has been described and quantified in evolutionary models ([@b43]).

### Lineage selection effects mediated by changes of mutation probability {#s2b3}

The second class of lineage selection effects is mediated by changes of mutation probabilities of individual genes, regulatory elements, chromosomes and chromosome fragments.

Mutations resulting in genomic instability induce lineage selection effects as stochastic mutations which arise in genetically unstable CCLs are non-random with regards to mutation probability and mutation patterns. Mutations which induce genomic instability have a strong influence on further evolution of a tumor cell lineage as they will increase or decrease the probability that a specific fitness enhancing or fitness decreasing mutation will occur at later stages of tumor cell evolution. The fact, that genetic instability is a hallmark of most human cancers ([@b7]) and is often already detected in preneoplastic lesions ([@b89]; [@b21]), by itself demonstrates that cells of cancer lineage harbouring mutations leading to genetic instability tend to be positively selected during the process of tumor cell evolution. Beckman and Loeb have also evaluated the impact of genomic instability on negative clonal selection in somatic cancer evolution by a deterministic mathematical approach ([@b8]). They conclude that effects of negative clonal selection can be expected but that both forms of genomic instability (MIN, CIN) are not detrimental to somatic cancer evolution within realistic estimates of mutation frequencies and of the net number of reduced-fitness loci. Nevertheless, their data suggest the existence of an upper limit of the mutation rate, beyond which negative clonal selection begins to limit survival of mutator clones. Additional information derives from the application of the quasispecies model to somatic cancer evolution ([@b14]; [@b15]). It could be deduced by mathematical modeling that cancers with CIN differ from cancers with MIN with respect to their tolerance of high mutation rates.

The importance of chromosomal instability as an initiating event of cancer development has also been evaluated by different mathematical approaches which model evolutionary dynamics quantitatively ([@b58]; [@b63]).

### Lineage selection effects mediated by changes of gene designation and physical and functional genome redundancy {#s2b4}

The third class of lineage selection effects results of changes of functional gene designation and physical and functional genome redundancy.

A physical DNA stretch in a CCL representing a gene or a regulatory element may have various biological functions. With focus on somatic cancer cell evolution, one may divide the functions in two basic categories with few specific attributes: first, functions with regards to cell survival within a specific clinical stage and microenvironment of a CCL and second, functions with regards to the transition of a CLL to a new clinical stage or microenvironment during the process of somatic cancer evolution. For each biological function of a gene or regulatory element, attributes of both categories may be combined.

Within a clinical stage or microenvironment, functions of wild type or mutated genes or regulatory elements may be essential to sustain cell survival. Genes or regulatory elements with one or more essential functions are designated essential genes within the proposed mechanistic systems approach. Genes or regulatory elements displaying functions which modify the fitness of a CCL in a given clinical stage or microenvironment may be considered non-essential fitness modifying genes while genes with functions without any apparent consequence on cellular fitness will be considered fitness neutral genes.

With regards to the role in somatic cancer evolution, functions of wild type or mutated genes or regulatory elements may inhibit, promote or accelerate the evolutionary process. Genes which inhibit tumor cell evolution, are considered tumor suppressor genes or gatekeeper genes ([@b82]; [@b46]) while genes which promote carcinogenesis or tumor progression when they are amplified, activated or have acquired a gain of function mutation are oncogenes. Genes or regulatory elements which are implicated in the maintenance of the genomic integrity are called caretaker genes. Mutations of caretaker genes but also changes of expression levels of caretaker genes may lead to genomic instability and thus accelerate tumor cell evolution ([@b46]).

The designation of a gene or regulatory element within this scheme, i.e. an essential gene, a non-essential fitness modifying gene, a fitness neutral gene, a tumor suppressor/gatekeeper gene, an oncogene or a caretaker gene is fundamental for lineage selection effects through changes of physical and functional genome redundancy.

Physical genome redundancy is the copy number of identical genetic sequences. Functional genome redundancy of a gene or a regulatory element is defined as the number of different genetic elements, regardless of copy number, coding for the same specific biological function within a cancer cell. Functional genome redundancy is lost when only one specific DNA sequence, regardless of its copy number, assumes a specific biological function within a cancer cell at a specific progression state during the process of somatic cancer cell evolution. Functional genome redundancy of a gene or a regulatory element acts together with copy number changes in order to affect lineage selection effects.

A mutation within a cell of cancer lineage may reduce or amplify the copy number of a specific gene or regulatory element without a direct effect on tumor cell fitness in the original anatomical compartment or progression stage. The resulting increase or decrease of physical genome redundancy may, nevertheless, determine the functional effect of a secondary mutation which arises later during tumor evolution and which targets an additional copy of the gene or regulatory element.

The two-hit process postulated by Knudson ([@b47]) falls within this class of lineage selection effects. The first inactivating mutation results in a reduction of physical redundancy of the tumor suppressor gene RB. In case of hereditary retinoblastoma, the first-hit mutation is present in germline and found in all patient\'s cells. The mutation has no direct phenotypic effect as the second copy of the RB gene is sufficient for tumor suppressor function. If a second mutation targets the intact RB gene in a cell of the retina, tumor suppressor function is deleted and a tumor will arise. The observation that retinoblastoma arises early childhood in hereditary retinoblastoma suggests that the RB gene probably has no functional redundancy in cells of the retina.

A more complex situation arises, when a large DNA deletion reduces physical or functional genome redundancy of multiple genes. For example, one copy of a tumor suppressor gene could be co-deleted with one copy of a neighboring essential gene. Reduction of physical genome redundancy of the essential gene, which by definition has no functional redundancy, would display a restricting effect on subsequent tumor cell evolution as it restricts transition to a progression state with complete loss of tumor suppressor function to mutations which do not delete the remaining copy of the essential gene.

Inactivating mutations targeting all copies of one gene may result in loss of functional redundancy of a second gene implicated in the same essential biological pathway. This change in gene designation will restrict the spectrum of viable mutation in the derived cell lineage. [Fig. 2](#f02){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates an example of combined loss of physical and functional genome redundancy following deletion of both copies of a tumor suppressor gene.

![Schematic drawing of two-hit deletions of tumor suppressor gene alleles (TS) which have different impacts on physical and functional redundancy of neighboring genes (G1 and G2).\
G1 and G2 shall substitute for induction of an essential gene (G3). Deletion sequence A has no effects on further mutations of G1 or G2. Deletion sequences B, C and D result in losses of physical and/or functional genome redundancy of G1 or G2 which affect the vulnerability of the cancer cell lineages towards further loss of function mutations of these genes.](bio-02-01-049-f02){#f02}

Duplications or further amplifications of chromosomes or chromosome fragments may have an immediate effect on CCL fitness by enhancing the copy number of oncogenes. On the other hand, co-amplified sequences may contain genes which may act as tumor suppressor genes at later stages of tumor progression. Therefore, amplifications of genetic material may also display lineage selection effects.

Functional genome redundancy may not only be altered by changes of copy number of intact or mutated genes but also by changes in the designation of genes and regulatory elements. For example, a mutation which constitutively activates a protein within a signal transduction pathway consisting of multiple proteins and which is essential for cell survival would not only shorten the pathway but would also create an essential gene which is only present as a single sequence. It would further change the designation of genes with functions upstream in the signal transduction pathway from essential to non-essential fitness modifying or fitness neutral genes. These genes may then be more readily deleted hemizygously or homozygously in genetically unstable CCL resulting in further reduction of functional genome redundancy. There are data suggesting that a reduction of redundancy in cancer cells might be found at cdk genes where aberrant expressions and amplifications are frequently detected ([@b9]; [@b77]).

Besides shortening of signal transduction pathways, mutations may also induce rewiring of signal transduction pathways ([@b68]) and remodelling of key biologic processes including alterations of the protein--protein, protein--DNA and RNA--DNA interactome with similar putative effects on multiple pathways and processes.

These simple examples of lineage selection effects certainly do not warrant the elaboration of a new systems approach of the carcinogenic process but more complex interactions of the genome architecture on lineage selection may be expected when modifications of the genome architecture have multiple and possibly opposed effects which manifest themselves at disparate times and progression stages. Complexity will also rise with the number and entanglement of involved genes and pathways.

It has been suggested that the internal dynamics of genomic modifications as opposed to the external evolutionary forces have a significant and complex impact on Darwinian species evolution ([@b29]). A similar situation can be expected for somatic cancer evolution as the key mechanisms encountered in species evolution such as duplications, rearrangements or deletions of genes ([@b25]) also constitute prevalent mutation mechanisms in cancers with chromosomal instability.

Testable hypotheses resulting from the proposed systems approach {#s3}
================================================================

The human genome and the biological pathways regulated by the genome are highly complex due to the large number of genes and the various interactions of the multiple gene products. Complexity of the proposed systems approach further increases, as it does not only describe one single cell of cancer lineage with one genome architecture but tries to explain somatic cancer evolution with multiple cells of cancer lineage harbouring different genome architectures and evolving in different clinical progression states. It is evident, that description of somatic tumor cell evolution which comprises all known genes and regulatory elements in cells of cancer lineage from a tumor cell population of realistic size is not feasible with present knowledge and technology. On the other hand, in order to validate the proposed systems approach one may deduce testable hypotheses which focus on isolated aspects and analyze few genetic elements.

Principal hypothesis {#s3a}
--------------------

The principal hypothesis of the proposed systems approach is that permissive or restrictive effects of the genome architecture on lineage selection during somatic cancer evolution exist and have a measurable impact.

While it is becoming ever more evident that clinically distinguishable malignant tumors are characterized by specific patterns of chromosomal rearrangements ([@b23]; [@b40]), it remains unsolved whether these chromosomal rearrangements can be explained solely by positive or negative selection through the cancer microenvironment or whether they are also stabilized by permissive or restrictive effects of the genome architecture on somatic cancer evolution as hypothesized within the proposed framework.

If the clinical course of cancer is considered a dynamic process regulated by biological needs and stochastic events which can be described mathematically, than knowledge of constraints of the tumor cell architecture on lineage selection during somatic tumor cell evolution might be used to modify tumor cell evolution as well as the clinical course of the malignant disease in individual cancer patients.

The principal hypothesis may be tested by a deductive approach in which detectable changes of the cancer genome architecture are explained by biological effects of the cancer genome architecture on somatic cancer evolution. This is based on the systems concept that the genome of CCL shapes the genome of CCL-daughter-cells but it necessitates sufficient knowledge of evolutionary pathways as well as of biological functions of involved genes or regulatory elements.

The hypothesis could also be tested by *in vitro* experiments using cancer cell lines. Cancer cell lines show relative karyotype stability after several passages ([@b32]; [@b34]; [@b11]) but may respond with karyotype changes to drug exposure ([@b85]). Experiments using well defined cancer cell lines and culture conditions might be conceived to dissect external selection effects of the culture media as experimental surrogate of the *in vivo* microenvironment from permissive or restrictive effects of the genome architecture.

In a recursive approach, additional hypotheses following from the proposed systems approach might be analyzed focusing on defined genes and chromosomal regions.

Hypotheses considering the sequence of mutation acquisition {#s3b}
-----------------------------------------------------------

An additional hypothesis of the proposed mechanistic systems approach is that the earliest changes within the genome architecture of a CCL induce the strongest constraints on somatic cancer evolution and that these constraints have a significant impact on the clinical and molecular behavior of individual malignant tumors arising in humans.

The designation of a gene as an oncogene, a tumor suppressor gene or an essential gene is highly dependent on cell differentiation status which may be deduced by its transcriptome and proteome. Therefore one may further postulate, that initial chromosomal gains and losses of a cell of cancer lineage should reflect the tissue origin of the CCL.

Within the proposed systems approach it is further hypothesized that constraints of the genome architecture are responsible in part for multilineage progression with an early split of cancer subclone lineages. This hypothesis derives from the hypothesis that mutations with the strongest constraints on somatic cancer evolution are likely to occur in early progression stages and may thereby define a stable and early most common ancestor.

Hypothesis of pseudo-cancer-stem-cells {#s3c}
--------------------------------------

During the process of somatic tumor evolution, a specific pattern of chromosomal losses and gains present in the majority of CCLs may restrict acquisition of chromosomal rearrangements essential for further tumor progression while specific mutations only present in a subset of all CCL may allow tumor progression through all stages. These CCLs with the full progression potential may imitate the behavior of cancer stem cells. One may hypothesize that a minor subset of a tumor cell population may behave like pseudo-cancer-stem-cells as their pattern of chromosomal gains and losses is permissive for further somatic tumor cell evolution while evolution of the predominating tumor cell clones is blocked by constraints of its genome architecture. Constraints of the genome architecture on somatic tumor cell evolution may, therefore, constitute an alternative explanation of stem cell-like behavior of cancer cells.

Hypotheses based on the physical arrangement of genes and regulatory elements as major restrictive factor in cells of cancer lineages with chromosomal instability {#s3d}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Assuming that loss of tumor suppressor gene functions by homozygous as well as hemizygous deletions are strongly selected during somatic cancer cell evolution in chromosomally unstable CCLs as demonstrated for CDKN2A in malignant melanoma and pancreatic cancer ([@b71]; [@b36]; [@b17]), one may expect that size and localization of deletions in viable CCLs will be restricted by the presence of essential genes (as defined above) and oncogenes in the vicinity of the targeted tumor suppressor genes. In case of homozygous deletions of tumor suppressor genes, asymmetrical DNA losses extending to opposite directions on sister chromatids with small overlapping regions targeting only the tumor suppressor gene should prevail as this avoids complete and lethal loss of nearby essential genes and of active or potential oncogenes. In the absence of additional tumor suppressor genes in the vicinity of a strongly selected tumor suppressor gene, smaller deletions around this locus should equally be favored against larger deletions during somatic cancer evolution as minimizing hemizygous loss of essential genes might reduce the vulnerability of the CCL to further deletion mutations. One may also expect that deletions of chromosomal material occur more frequently within chromosomal regions with a lower density of essential genes while amplifications of chromosomal material should be found predominantly in regions not only harbouring oncogenes but also containing essential genes and fitness enhancing genes as amplification of essential genes in one progression stage reduces the probability of deleterious homozygous loss at subsequent cell divisions.

Hypotheses based on putative effects resulting from combinations of different forms of genetic instability {#s3e}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Assuming that loss of tumor suppressor gene function is strongly selected during somatic cancer cell evolution of CCLs with chromosomal instability, one may expect that a pre-existing point mutation which inactivates one tumor suppressor gene copy reduces the above described restrictions on size and localization of a second hit deletion. Acquisition of microsatellite instability within a tumor cell subclone already displaying chromosomal instability might act in the same direction as the presence of multiple small mutations induced by microsatellite instability might favor further larger loss of chromosomal material. Abundant loss of heterozygosity could be demonstrated in a melanoma subclone with microsatellite as well as chromosomal instability ([@b71]). One may hypothesize that CCLs with both forms of genetic instability acquire larger deletion mutations targeting tumor suppressor genes more rapidly due to initially reduced constraints of the genome architecture. On the other hand, only few malignant tumors seem to display both forms of genetic instability, which suggests that rapid loss of genetic material or genetic heterozygosity finally results in reduced cellular fitness which eliminates subclones displaying both mechanisms of genetic instability.

Hypotheses based on effects resulting from modifications of signal transduction pathways {#s3f}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As already described, shortening or rewiring of a signal transduction pathway essential for cell survival or malignant progression by an activating mutation or by a mutation leading to a functionally active fusion protein could favor deletion or inactivation of upstream genes and regulatory elements during somatic tumor cell evolution, which, in turn, may create restrictive effects at later progression stages. This hypothesis may easily be tested for activating mutations of oncogenes whose predominant roles in the malignant transformation of the malignancy has already been certified. On the other hand, the reverse assumption may also be true: the importance as well as suitability as therapeutic target of a mutation which results in shortening or rewiring of a signal transduction pathway should be reflected by the degree of deletions of upstream genes and of inactivation of redundant signal transduction pathways.

Hypotheses predicting tertiary therapeutic target genes resulting from constraints of the tumor cell architecture on somatic tumor cell evolution {#s3g}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Activated oncogenes which initiate malignant transformation of a specific malignancy may be considered primary therapeutic target genes in oncology. Highly efficient medicaments have already been developed which target cancer driving oncogene mutations in a number of defined human malignancies ([@b92]). Fully inactivated tumor suppressor genes may be regarded as secondary therapeutic targets. Although abrogated tumor suppressor pathways represent stable cancer signatures in case of mutations of both tumor suppressor alleles, they are more difficult to exploit for pharmacologic or genetic therapies.

The proposed systems approach postulates a third group of target genes which do not belong to oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes but have become putative therapeutic targets due to constraints of the tumor cell architecture. This class of genes may comprise homozygously deleted genes which are frequently lost in specific cancers due to their physical vicinity to tumor suppressor genes as well as genes which have become essential genes in malignant tumors but not in normal tissue due to loss of redundancy within central cellular biochemical pathways.

The approach of using co-deleted genes as therapeutic targets in human cancers has been developed early and outside the proposed systems approach and already entered clinical trials ([@b20]; [@b19]; [@b90]; [@b45]).

Nevertheless, there is a difference between choosing candidate genes only through analysis of copy number changes in cancer genomes and a search for therapeutic targets following the proposed systems approach. Within the proposed systems approach, the genome is considered dynamic and a search for putative genetic targets comprises the analysis of external and internal constraints which may stabilize the targeted genetic changes. Moreover, in order to exploit a homozygous gene deletion therapeutically, the mutation must not necessarily be present in the cancer cell population. Theoretically, it should be possible to target a cancer in which co-deletion of a gene or of a gene function associated with a more aggressive subclone is expected to arise with high probability due to constraints from external selection and tumor cell architecture on lineage selection. Such a cancer could be treated prophylactically with a compound that acts in cells with the expected mutation in order to prevent or greatly delay occurrence of the aggressive cancer subclone. One alternative therapeutic approach could be the introduction of a metabolic restriction by a drug which drives the tumor cell population into a newly rearranged genotype which then may not be able to evolve further into the more aggressive subclone due to restriction by the genome architecture of the selected genotype.

Algorithm for modifying cancer progression in human cancers {#s4}
===========================================================

Large amounts of data on the human genome as well as on various human cancer genomes have been obtained in recent years by genome-wide sequencing, genome-wide expression analysis ([@b28]; [@b76]), proteome analysis, genome-wide copy number analysis as well as by combinations of these methods ([@b39]). Computational approaches such as cluster analysis ([@b31]) or self-organizing maps ([@b84]) have been applied in order to extract biological information from extensive data-points generated by these techniques. Patterns detected in gene expression or in copy number changes of specific cancers suggest that cancer genomes emerge and evolve through a multitude of different but still finite evolutionary pathways. One may expect that the restrictive effects of the genome architecture on lineage selection during somatic cancer evolution will be contained in these data-sets as well as in patterns and clusters generated by supervised or unsupervised data-mining algorithms using the available data.

Nevertheless, comparing genome-scale mutation data as well as transcriptome and proteome data of multiple cancers of the same entity might not be sufficient to identify target genes for anticancer therapy which do not belong to oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes but have become putative therapeutic targets due to constraints of the cancer cell genome architecture on somatic tumor evolution in individual patients. Several reasons may account for the limitations of an approach which extracts patterns from genome wide analysis of multiple cancers of one entity: pattern analysis will be more likely to detect genes which are overexpressed or homozygously deleted, i.e. the classical oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes, than genes, which show only low or temporarily restricted expression in a cancer or which are hemizygously deleted but nevertheless represent essential genes for survival of the cancer. The magnitude of expression of a gene as well as the differential expression of a gene in cancer tissue does not *per se* indicate whether the gene and its expression are essential for survival of cancer cells. In addition, even if progression of cancer genomes might follow only a finite number of evolutionary pathways, it can be expected that many genes might become putative therapeutic targets only in few patients due to the random nature of the mutation process and the multitude of involved genes. Furthermore, it has to be taken into account, that genome-scale gene expression and gene copy number data are not obtained from single genomes but from cancer cell populations which are highly heterogeneous due to underlying genetic instability. Therefore, predominating gene expression patterns or copy number changes detected in cancer tissue of a specific progression stage might not be representative of the cancer cells which have the ability to progress to more advanced tumor stages and which should be targeted by therapy.

In order to overcome these limitations but still use the wealth of information generated by genome-scale molecular analysis techniques, an integrative approach is proposed to search for putative tertiary therapeutic targets in human cancers. It primarily focuses on the comparison of genome-wide molecular data obtained from cancer material of the same patient but of different progression stages as the constraints of the cancer genome architecture on somatic cancer evolution can best be detected when considering the phylogenetic tree of cancer subclones. In addition, construction of a phylogenetic tree of cancer subclones and their evolution allows eliminating confounding data-points generated by genetic instability and by admixture of cancer subclones which represent evolutionary dead ends.

The proposed algorithm for modifying somatic cancer progression ([Fig. 3](#f03){ref-type="fig"}) consists of the following steps:

![Algorithm for analyzing and modifying somatic cancer progression in individual cancer patients.](bio-02-01-049-f03){#f03}

1.  Acquisition of tumor material of a human cancer with multiple samples of an individual patient representing unaffected tissue, primary tumor as well as regional and distant metastases and construction of a map of clinical cancer progression in the patient based on the anatomical and temporal occurrence of the primary tumor and its metastases.

2.  Extraction of DNA, RNA and proteins of unaffected tissue and of samples of the primary tumor as well as of regional and distant metastases from the patient representing clinical cancer progression.

3.  Determination of the cancer genome architecture of the analyzed tissue samples by determination of RNA and protein expression, of karyotypes, of gene losses and gains as well as of gene allele losses in tumor tissues. Determination of the mechanisms of genetic instability based on these data.

4.  Construction of a preliminary phylogenetic tree of somatic cancer evolution based on steps 2 and 3 by supervised or unsupervised clustering of the genetic data obtained by step 3.

5.  Construction of a phylogenetic tree of somatic cancer evolution of identifiable cancer subclone populations by integration of data generated by steps 3 and 4. This recursive analysis is necessary as individual tissue samples may contain multiple cancer subclone populations with different genome architectures.

6.  Establishment of stage and cancer subclone specific cancer genome maps. Cancer genome maps contain multilayered data on:

7.  1.  mutations of genes and regulatory sequences, copy number changes of genes and regulatory sequences, changes of chromosome structure and chromosome number

    2.  gene expression status

    3.  putative or ascertained protein function networks (interactomes) and their assumed or demonstrated modifications based on mutation status within the cancer genomes and based on published data

    4.  assumed mutation probabilities of genes and regulatory elements based on genetic data obtained by step 3

    5.  putative assignment of mutated or wild type genes or regulatory elements of cancer genomes at specific progression stages in individual patients as: essential genes, non-essential fitness modifying genes, fitness neutral genes, tumor suppressor genes/gatekeeper genes, oncogenes, caretaker genes. The assignment process consists of:

    6.  1.  assignment of functions of mutated or wild type genes or regulatory elements by their putative functions derived from data obtained by step 6.3

        2.  assignment of functions of mutated or wild type genes or regulatory elements by identification of positive or negative selection of their physical presence in cancer genomes through the process of tumor progression in individual patients based on phylogenetic maps established by step 5 and by considering mutation probabilities determined by step 6.4

        3.  identification of mutations signatures which are indicative of the designation of genes or regulatory elements of cancer genomes at different progression stages; mutation signatures may, *inter alia*, comprise:

        4.  1.  asymmetrical deletions on homologous chromosomes which limit homozygous loss of nearby genes. These genes are likely to represent essential genes or oncogenes

            2.  DNA deletions or loss of function mutations suggesting the presence of tumor suppressor genes

            3.  gain of function mutations or translocations, DNA duplications or lack of DNA deletions suggesting the presence of essential genes or oncogenes

        5.  identification of essential genes or oncogenes by considering loss or reduction of physical or functional genome redundancy based on data generated by steps 6.1 to 6.3

    7.  recursive modification of 6.3, if necessary, by embedment of data generated through steps 6.1 to 6.5.

8.  Integration of knowledge generated through steps 5 and 6 in order to explain somatic cancer evolution in individual patients on the basis of genetic instability, external selection forces and the internal effects of the genome architecture on genes and regulatory elements.

9.  Identification of putative genes or regulatory elements which may be targeted in order to kill cancer cells or to slow or to stop clinical cancer progression in the patient. Target genes or regulatory elements may be identified by:

10. 1.  their designation as essential genes or essential regulatory elements in cancer cells of the patient but not in normal tissue cells based on knowledge gained by steps 5 to 7

    2.  their demonstrable or deducible impact on the process of somatic cancer evolution in the analyzed patient based on the phylogenetic tree of somatic cancer evolution and on the constructed multilayered cancer genome maps. The impact on the process of somatic cancer evolution may be demonstrated by stabilization of the genome architecture despite a high mutation probability or by a permissive effect on further modification of the genome architecture during somatic cancer evolution.

11. *In silico* and *in vitro* evaluation of genes or regulatory elements identified by step 8 as potential targets of gene-therapeutic, immunological or pharmaceutical interventions designed to kill cancer cells or to slow or stop cancer progression during individual somatic cancer evolution.

12. Treatment of the patient with the most suitable gene therapy or immunological or pharmaceutical intervention in order to eliminate cancer cells or to slow or stop cancer progression during somatic cancer evolution.

Conclusion {#s5}
==========

A systems approach of carcinogenesis has been proposed which focuses on putative inner constraints of the genome architecture on lineage selection during somatic cancer evolution.

It postulates three classes of lineage selection effects of the genome architecture on somatic cancer evolution: i) effects mediated by changes of fitness of cells of cancer lineage, ii) effects mediated by changes of mutation probabilities and iii) effects mediated by changes of gene designation and by changes of physical and functional genome redundancy.

Clinical and molecular data as well as the analogy with the concept of evolvability in Darwinian evolution suggest that restrictive effects of the genome architecture on lineage selection during somatic cancer evolution exist and are measurable.

Testable hypotheses which focus on isolated aspects and analyze few genetic elements have been derived from the systems approach and an algorithm has been proposed which may be used to modify somatic cancer evolution for therapeutic purposes in individual patients.

In the future, substantial molecular and clinical data must be compiled to provide the necessary proof of concept of the systems approach and the hypotheses developed within the described systems concept.

Materials and Methods {#s6}
=====================

As addition to the developed concept, the authors have designed a computer simulation of somatic cancer evolution of genetically unstable cells based on a very simplified mechanism of unequal sister chromatid exchange (USCE) in order to provide a crude impression of possible restrictive or permissive effects of the cancer genome architecture on cancer cell evolution. The simulation (CSim-2000 6.14) has been programmed under C++ and can be run under Linux. The program package of the simulation can be downloaded under the GNU Free Documentation License at <http://ftp.bioinformatics.org/pub/canevolvability>.

Unequal sister chromatid exchange proceeds through unequal pairing of sister chromatids, chromatid breakage and chromatid rejoining. USCE has been proposed as one possible mechanism of carcinogenesis ([@b44]) and USCE seems to be enhanced in cancer prone Bloom\'s syndrome ([@b67]; [@b78]). The aim of this simulation was to demonstrate the effects of the physical arrangement of genes as a major restrictive factor influencing tumor cell evolution in cells with chromosomal instability. USCE was chosen as mutation mechanism as it can be easily coded and because it leads to either duplications or to deletions of chromosomal DNA. According to the proposed systems concept, deletions and duplications exert strong lineage selection constraints on somatic tumor cell evolution. It is obvious that USCE does not reflect the multitude of mutation mechanisms observed in cancer cells with chromosomal instability.

The computer simulation starts with one cell with two chromosomes containing 16 genes each, four essential genes (E1 to E4), four neutral genes (N1 to N4), four oncogenes (O1 to O4) and four tumor suppressor genes (T1 to T4). The order of these genes on the chromosomes can be varied as well as the frequency of mutations, the maximum length of genes involved in USCE and the number of cell divisions.

The simulation only considers the end result of reciprocal USCE where one chromatid loses and the sister chromatid gains a contiguous stretch of genetic material ([Fig. 4](#f04){ref-type="fig"}).

![Simplified simulation of unequal sister chromatid exchange (USCE) using four random events R1--R4 determined by random generator in a cell with one chromosome pair harbouring 16 genes on each chromatid.\
I  =  starting cell, II  =  DNA duplication, III  =  result of USCE, IV  =  daughter cells after cytokinesis.](bio-02-01-049-f04){#f04}

The simplified mutation process consists of four random steps. First a random generator selects one cell to mutate ([Fig. 4, R1](#f04){ref-type="fig"}). After doubling of the chromosomes of this cell, a random generator chooses one chromatid to change ([Fig. 4, R2](#f04){ref-type="fig"}). The random generator then picks one gene on the chromatid as first breakpoint ([Fig. 4, R3](#f04){ref-type="fig"}) and finally the random generator selects a second breakpoint within a predefined length of genes ([Fig. 4, R4](#f04){ref-type="fig"}). The chromatid segment defined by these two breakpoints is transferred to the sister chromatid resulting in a duplication on the sister chromatid and a deletion on the donor chromatid.

The computer simulation allows simulating a linear chromosome where the mutation probability of each gene is also dependent of its relative position on the chromatid or a ring chromosome with uniform mutation probability. In the linear chromosome model, the maximum number of transferred genes from the donor chromatid to the acceptor chromatid is dependent on the number of genes in telomere direction of the first breakpoint whereas in the ring chromosome model the maximum number of transferred genes is the total number of genes on the donor chromatid.

The simulation differentiates between five stages. The simulation starts with cells in stage one. If one cell loses both copies of tumor suppressor gene one (T1) or both copies of tumor suppressor gene two (T2) it proceeds to stage two. If one cell acquires, in addition, an extra copy of oncogenes one or two (O1 or O2) it advances to stage three. With an additional loss of both copies of tumor suppressor genes three or four, the cell enters stage four and an additional extra copy of oncogenes three or four (O3 or O4) allows progression to the final stage five. Duplications or losses of neutral genes have no effects. If a cell loses both copies of one of the four essential genes E1 to E4, the cell is eliminated. The cell is also eliminated when the total number of genes exceeds 64.

Within the simulation, proliferation rates and mutation rates do not differ between stages. The only negative selection effect occurs through elimination of non-viable cells with either homozygous loss of essential genes or a total gene number exceeding 64.

The program registers the number of cells in each stage, the number of transitions between stages, the distribution of total gene number and the individual evolution history of the cell which first reaches the final stage.

A typical example of results which can be obtained with the simulation program is shown in [Fig. 5](#f05){ref-type="fig"}. The simulations were performed with 40 cell divisions, a mutation frequency of 1:100 and ring chromosomes. Three different genomes, G1, G2, G3, as shown in [Fig. 5](#f05){ref-type="fig"}, were used for the starting cells. For each genome, the simulation was repeated 20 times. The plot in [Fig. 5](#f05){ref-type="fig"} shows the number of cells in stages one to five for each simulation run and each starting genome. As each simulation represents a stochastic process, the number of cells in different stages differs for each individual simulation (data not shown).

![Results of 20 simulation runs with three different starting genomes.\
Axis of ordinate shows number of cells in stages S1 to S5 after end of simulation.](bio-02-01-049-f05){#f05}

Despite some overlap within individual results which represents the stochastic nature of the simulation process, the different starting genomes demonstrated strikingly different ability to progress to stage five. Genes in genome G1 were arranged as: N1E1T1O1N2E2T2O2N3E3T3O3N4E4T4O4. Only few cells evolved to stage five with the chosen parameters. In contrast, simulations starting with genome G2 progressed rapidly to the last stage. The numbers of cells in stage five were more than three orders of magnitude higher compared to simulations starting with genome G1. This is not surprising as oncogenes were grouped together with the essential genes while tumor suppressor genes were grouped with the neutral genes in genome G2: E1O1E2O2N1T1N2T2N3T3N4T4E3O3E4O4. This arrangement facilitated duplications of oncogenes and posed fewer restrictions to losses of oncogenes.

Genome G3 differed from genome G2 only by the switch of genes E1 and N3: N3O1E2O2N1T1N2T2E1T3N4T4E3O3E4O4. Thereby, the essential gene E1 was positioned between two tumor suppressor genes. Such a change of gene designation could reflect a therapeutic intervention. As a result, the ability to progress to stage five is greatly reduced in genome G3.

[Fig. 6](#f06){ref-type="fig"} displays the stages from where cells progress to stage five. In all simulations most cells reached stage five from stage one or two. Simulations with genome G2 displayed highest cell numbers and more cells reached stage five from stages three and four while no cells of these stages reached stage five in simulations with genome G1. Thus, all simulations demonstrated multilineage progression as hypothesized by the proposed systems concept. Nevertheless, it must be considered that selection is a major factor shaping the phylogenetic tree of somatic cancer evolution *in vivo* and that positive selection has been deliberately omitted in the simulation.

![Results of 20 simulation runs with three different starting genomes.\
Axis of ordinate shows number of cells which progressed directly to stage 5 from stages S1 to S4 during simulation.](bio-02-01-049-f06){#f06}

The simulation program behaves as postulated, but it certainly does not provide a proof that somatic cancer cell evolution in man is indeed strongly affected by restrictive effects of the genome architecture on lineage selection. Molecular and clinical data must deliver the necessary confirmations of the hypotheses developed within the described systems concept.
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